SPOUSE TOUR
Food Tour in Bangalore cooking classes teach the secrets of Indian cooking in a fun and
informative way. These classes teach more than
just learning to cook a few Indian dishes. In these
cooking classes, you’ll learn the very basics as well
as some of more advanced cooking secrets and
techniques which make Indian cuisine so rich and
delicious. These cooking classes teach everything
from simple chaat to advanced dishes like chicken
tikka masala. The guests also receive a special gift
hamper which contains some very special
ingredients which are used in almost every Indian kitchen. These will help you enhance
the taste of your own cooking too
Types of cooking classes offered:
Our aim is to provide the maximum possible amount of knowledge in shortest
time. We don’t believe in running classes according to a set schedule. But just to
make things easier for people who are not very familiar with Indian food, we
offer following different types of classes. Please note that, these are meant only as
guidelines and the guests can pick and choose any dish that they’d like to learn
to cook in any type of class. The number of dishes covered is limited only by time
and expertise of guests.
Half day crash course in Indian cooking
Average duration: 3 hours
Features of every Indian cooking class:


Stay with a typical Indian family. Cook and eat like a family member instead of a
guest.



Class guided by a professional chef as well as the family you are visiting.



Emphasis on Indian vegetarian food.



Small and exclusive groups.



Transport including pickup and drop from hotel.

Later visit National Market that also includes the very famous Cottage industries
Emporium (CIE). National market near Majestic
is Bangalore’s go to grey market for clothes,
accessories and tech goods – phones, handy
cams, tablets and MP3 players.
Post Shopping visit Mehendi shop (Organic
Mehendi Shop) – It is a ceremonial art which was
originated from ancient India. But it is popular in
several other countries also like Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, Sudan, Morocco, and
some other countries of Central Asia. Indian ladies are very fond of beautifying their
hands with Mehendi during various occasion. Beside wedding ceremonies, Mehendi is
also used in other auspicious occasions or festivals like Karva Chauth, Teej etc.
Later visit to Nrityagram which is a dance village located 30km northwest of Bangalore,
at Hesaraghatta. It was established in the early 1990's to
revive Indian Classical Dance. A winner of the rural
architecture award, this unique experimental village is
dedicated to the gurukula tradition of dance, music,
choreography and painting. Under the auspices of wellknown Odissi dancer, Protima Gauri, it offers the longterm study of classical dance and its allied subjects, such
as choreography, philosophy, music, mythology and
painting. The village is rustic in design, and blends with
the bucolic surroundings. Near the village is the
Hesaraghatta Lake, a manmade lake, which is a popular tourist spot. Dance school
closed on Mondays and during students away for performance abroad.

Our Nett rate on the basis of above programme will be:

Details

For International Price(in USD)

Each of Paying Pax

USD 75 Per Person

Our prices include the following


Above rate is valid for minimum 10 pax



All transfers & sightseeing tour by using AC Tempo Traveller car.



All currently prevailing taxes of transport & government service tax.

Our prices DO NOT include the following:


Gratuities for guides and drivers.



Any services /meals other than specified above.

